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Clunky games consoles with blobby pixels might
not be the latest thing-but they’re still cool even if
you’re no longer at school. Video games produc-

ers plying their wares at Gamescom this week in
Cologne may primarily be out to push the frontiers of
hi-tech and virtual reality as they eye a bigger slice of a
booming market. But their commercial antennae are suf-
ficiently honed to realize numerous hands on the joystick
belong to gamers for whom retro hasn’t so much come
back as never gone away.

That much was evident from the interest shown
towards those who brought along vintage hardware which
the uninitiated might have thought had long been left to
gather dust in the attic. So-called “retrogaming”-digging
out favorite classic games of yesteryear to be played on
equally ageing hardware-is right on trend at Gamescom,
Europe’s gaming fair. That much is clear from seeing a sea
of enraptured faces as visitors drool over machines from
right back in the early days-including the kind of machines
once a staple in cafes and arcades where you could play
sitting down or standing as you wished.

For some old school gamers, it’s a welcome blast from
the past. For others the past is their present, be it
indulging original vintage passions on old machines, ‘emu-
lating’ a game simulated on a new machine or ‘porting’ to
enjoy old content on new hardware. “It reminds me of my
childhood and today I realize that the games in those days
could also be complex, “laughs Jackye Mueller, a 21-year-
old female student trying to snaffle virtual bananas while
playing old favorite Donkey Kong on a Super Nintendo.

Nearby, a father is waxing lyrical on the attractions of
another classic game, “Pong,” to his young son. The early
arcade game, launched in 1972, involves each player
manipulating a virtual cursor-like tennis ‘racquet’ to ping

the ball back across a screen of simple 2D graphics to win
the ‘point’.

Prehistoric pixel paradise 
“Retro is everywhere-in films, music, cars, clothes. So

why not games?” asks Christian Gleinser, creator of a
cohort of new games which work on computers ‘boasting’
1980s graphics. “People like to have fun among friends and
appreciate the ease of use, the short charging times and
even the old pixels,” says Gleinser against the fair’s musi-
cal backdrop of the likes of Sonic, Mario Kart or Pokemon.

Beyond actual collectors some dyed-in-the-wool
gamers have kept faithful to the old games even if some
emulator programs which allow adaptation across plat-
forms are not always technically quite legal. What is
striking is how the rising retro trend has lifted the aver-
age gamer age as veterans who got the bug in the
1980s and 1990s pass on their memories and old-time

savvy to youngsters, often their own, even as the latter
more often than not are coming to the genre via shiny
and new hardware.

“We see there is a return to VHS tapes or vinyl and ret-
rogaming is adding itself to that trend-there’s no reason
why video games wouldn’t,” notes Fanny Renard, a comu-
nity manager at independent studio Goblinz.

Durable trend? 
Given the trend many console makers are retooling

their old machines and dusting off catalogues boasting
dozens of the top hit games of times past. An example is
Japanese group Sega, which had found itself unable to
stand its ground in the face of new-fangled competition
from the likes of Sony’s PlayStation and Microsoft’s Xbox.
For retro fans Sega is now proposing its Mega Drive Mini,
replete with 42 games.

Nintendo has meanwhile revamped its NES and
SuperNES consoles while the first edition of PlayStation is
also back on the market. “The fact that each maker is
retooling its consoles with sizeable catalogues shows
there really is a market out there,” says Laurent Michaud,
director of studies for Idate. “The cost of the retooling is
pretty low and has already long been paid off-it’s just a bit
of supplementary layout for these groups,” says Michaud.

How long the business can surf the retro wave is not
clear, however. “Augmented reality is the market of the
future” for video games. “Retrogaming is a bit different,”
Michaud suggests. “This has the potential to become a
real market, albeit not a very big one and not for very
long,” predicts Andrew Kitson, analyst with Fitch
Solutions.—AFP

From its cool climate to its ethereal mountain slopes,
Azerbaijan’s natural beauty is a true romantic back-
drop for destination weddings. With developed

infrastructure, experienced wedding planners, picture-
perfect weather, beautiful locations and luxurious hospi-
tality chains, Azerbaijan is the perfect option for a desti-
nation wedding. Known as the ‘Pearl of the Caucasus’,
Azerbaijan combines modern architecture with an old-
world charm. An Eastern city with a Western outlook,
Baku is an exceptional combination of antiquity and nov-
elty with several sites of interest. Azerbaijan has trans-
formed into a haven for the quintessential Indian bride,
with bespoke hospitality venues opening their doors to
host the most lavish celebrations.

For the wedding guests who want to make a holiday
out of the festivities, Azerbaijan is a hotpot of cultural and
adventurous excursions. From Baku’s modern Flame
Towers, to the depths of the medieval UNESCO World
Heritage site, there’s something for everyone in
Azerbaijan. Our picks for the cultural icons include the
UNESCO site Gobustan, that delves into the Palaeolithic
past and the eclectic Heydar Aliyev Centre, which show-
cases the most coveted art pieces. For the daring traveler
you can find hiking trails up the picturesque mountains, a
haven for golfing enthusiasts and kite surfing for those
who prefer to live on the edge. 

With Azeri artists and performers, mystic calligraphers,
creative carpet weavers and a plethora of gourmet options
to delight food connoisseurs, the couple can immerse their
guests into the culture of Azerbaijan at their wedding. The
capital is a constantly evolving tapestry of life that weaves
energy and romance - making it a perfect destination for
new age couples. Florian Sengstschmid, CEO of Azerbaijan
Tourism Board, said, “Weddings are becoming larger than

life events and we are seeing a huge increase in destination
weddings. Azerbaijan has an amazing landscape which pro-
vides the perfect backdrop for any celebration and it also
boasts a diverse climate. Thanks to our easy visa policy of
three working days (and visa on arrival for a majority),
traveling to Baku is completely hassle free.”

“Azerbaijan is still undiscovered by many, making it the
perfect location not only for wedding celebrations but also
for a wonderful honeymoon. Couples can celebrate their
love and romance in a beautiful and unconventional way,”
he added. Azerbaijan has an array of venues, from luxury
and mid-range hotels, to en-suite bungalows, provincial
motels and even private homestays for a dream wedding.
While resorts in Baku are known to be state of the art, one
of our top picks to host weddings outside of hotels is at
Ateshgar, otherwise known as the “Fire Temple.” This
Hindu-Zoroastrian temple dates from the 19th century and
features 16 inscriptions in Sanskrit or Punjabi that harbour
century-old secrets. 

Another experiential hotel pick would be the Sheki
Palace Hotel, just 50 meters away from the heritage site of

the summer Palace of Shaki Khans. This private property
allows guests to immerse themselves in the romantic and
epic history of the city and is an ethereal backdrop for any
couple tying the knot. 

Other venue options that can host a magical wedding in
Azerbaijan, include:

Fairmont Baku - the perfect wedding setting with its
grand ballroom and spectacular poolside terrace views
overlooking the Bay of Baku. Best of all, your Fairmont
Baku wedding specialist will be available to arrange every
detail - allowing you to spend precious time with your
guests. It boats ballrooms that host almost 1000 people,
299 guest rooms and suites and 19 service apartments.

Boulevard Hotel Baku - set in the heart of Baku
White City district along the main routes, connecting the
city centre with Heydar Aliyev International Airport. With
818 comfortable guestrooms and suites and a banquet for
1300 people; it provides perfect accessibility to all major
business and cultural sites of the city.

For a wedding rich in romantic glamour, Four Seasons
Hotel Baku invites you to the city’s most high-profile set-
ting on the Caspian Sea. Ascend the lobby’s dramatic curv-
ing staircase to the two first-floor venues: The Grand
Ballroom and Banquet Room. Creative cuisine and attentive
service are sure to impress every guest, and passionate
Four Seasons care promises an occasion of unforgettable
beauty. A Four Seasons Baku on-site expert will work with
you or your wedding consultant to reserve your dates, plan
the schedule of events, coordinate all food and beverage
details from menu design to linens, and assist with other
aspects of your wedding experience at the Hotel. It offers
142 comfortable guestrooms and 29 suites and banquets
that capacitates 500 people.

Whether you are visiting Azerbaijan for business or
leisure, you will marvel at the 5-star luxury of JW Marriott
Absheron Baku. Ideally located in the city centre, hotel
guests are near Port Baku Mall, Fountain Square,
Shirvanshakh Palace and the Central Botanical Garden.
Every hotel room and suite features a generous layout with
views of Baku’s skyline or the Caspian Sea.  You can rely
on their team of expert wedding planners to bring your
dreams to life, working closely with a team of culinary
experts, who will help you create your ideal menu. It offers
176 comfortable guestrooms and suites and 13 banquets
for 1000 people.

‘Rock star’ Gaggan
hungry for new
Bangkok venture 
after restaurant closure

In a Nirvana T-shirt, self-styled “culinary rock star”
Gaggan Anand expresses no regrets about killing
his golden goose-a two-Michelin-starred Bangkok

restaurant ranked among the best in the world.
“Sudden things in life are not planned, like a hurri-
cane, like a typhoon. It just comes, you deal with it,”
the 41-year-old told AFP in his loft-style apartment
in the Thai capital, with fridges covering an entire
wall, a long dining table, and a bookshelf-size pantry.

The imminent closure Saturday of “Gaggan”,
where a 25-course meal in a colonial villa costs
8,000 baht ($270), stunned the culinary scene.
Gaggan’s shock move sent foodies in a spin as reser-
vations were cancelled. To some it was a puzzling act
of self-sabotage, but to the mercurial and blunt
Gaggan the move was hastened by creative necessi-
ty after a dispute over shares with business partners.
“I am tired. I am laughing. I am crying. I AM JUST A
HUMAN,” he said this week in an emoji-laden
Instagram post in which he apologized to customers
and said “64 rebels” had walked out with him.

“At the age of 41 the biggest lesson I learned was
never leave anyone behind!!” he wrote, admitting he
gets “too emotional sometimes”. He told AFP that his
new, more intimate space likely opening in October
will host 40 diners per evening, but his ambition
remains expansive. “In ten years I will be one of the
greatest chefs of the 21st century. A world star,” he
said, looking through big black glasses.  “Every year,
at least 20,000 tourists already make the trip to
Bangkok to try my cooking.”

Lick It Up
A disciple of the Catalan master of molecular cui-

sine Ferran Adria, Gaggan opened his eponymous
restaurant in 2010 in Bangkok’s glitzy business dis-
trict. Five years later it catapulted into Asia’s fifty
best restaurants. In Thailand’s 2018 edition of the
Michelin guide-the first for a country where cheap
street food is famous-it nabbed two stars, and this
year was fourth-ranked globally in the World’s 50
Best, a list that received criticism in the past for not
being more inclusive.

The hit Netflix show “Chef’s Table” followed
Gaggan around the city as he shopped in local mar-
kets or prepped meals in the kitchen. His secret for
success: serving up molecular-or what he calls “pro-
gressive”-gastronomy in Asia and revolutionizing
Indian cuisine by introducing Japanese and even
South American influences. Among his creations are
foie gras with goat’s brains, spherical yogurt served
on a spoon, and an oyster topped with horseradish
cream, a dish he calls “Viagra”. For one course cus-
tomers are also encouraged to lick their plates as the
“Kiss” song “Lick It Up” blares out over speakers.

Share squabble 
He hopes to bring the same unexpected flair to his

new venture this time using his full name Gaggan
Anand. A former drummer and rock lover, Gaggan
likes to listen to Nirvana or Red Hot Chili Peppers in
the kitchen.  “I’m a culinary rock star, an anti-con-
formist,” he said smiling.  Born in 1978 in an under-
privileged part of Calcutta, he began cooking with
his mother “who made simple but incredible dishes”.
At 18 he enrolled in a hotel school, then set up a meal
delivery business.

In 2007, separated from his first wife, he decided
to start afresh and came to Thailand with only “a few
hundred dollars”. After working at several restau-
rants, he made a snap decision to set up his own
after a booze-fuelled evening with friends. He con-
vinced the team at the then-number one restaurant in
the world-Adria’s El Bulli in Spain-to take him on as
in intern.  “I discovered the emotional experience of
cooking: mixes of flavors, textures and incredible
techniques, I wanted to apply his revolutionary
methods in Asia.”

Gaggan’s project was ascendant for almost 10
years. But the disagreement with business partners
spelled the end. “I wanted to own more shares in
the establishment, to have more control, but my
partners have refused,” he told AFP. He said on
Instagram post he owned a 25 percent minority
stake. But in the coming restaurant, he wrote, his
daughter will be the biggest shareholder, “so you
can be sure, my next venture will be driven from
love and pure passion.”—AFP

This picture shows chef Gaggan Anand speaking dur-
ing an interview with AFP in his home in Bangkok. 

This picture shows chef Gaggan Anand tasting a dish
in his home in Bangkok.— AFP photos

Visitors play retro games at the Video games trade fair Gamescom in Cologne, western Germany. — AFP photos


